Jetta se 2011

Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Jetta. Overview Overview.
Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Front wheel drive Transmission 6-speed
shiftable automatic. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 2.
Packages Packages Jetta Protection Kit yes. Power Feature Power Feature Power mirrors yes 4
one-touch power windows yes remote keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes.
Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes external temperature
display yes tachometer yes. Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front
track Length Curb weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Ground clearance 5. Drag
Coefficient 0. Height Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the Jetta.
Suspension Suspension torsion beam rear suspension yes front independent suspension yes
Front and rear stabilizer bar yes MacPherson strut front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty
Free Maintenance 3 yr. Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 5 yr. Rust 12 yr. Roadside 3 yr. Inventory See Jetta
Inventory. Sign Up. Titan Black, leatherette Cornsilk Beige, leatherette. See Jetta Inventory. This
page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how
we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free
for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we
promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog.
Pricing Specs Equipment. Interior Front head room 38 " Rear head room 37 " Front shoulder
room 55 " Rear shoulder room 54 " Front leg room Maximum cargo capacity Standard seating 5
Exterior Length Fuel Fuel tank capacity Torque rpm 4, Payload 1, lbs. Research Another Vehicle.
Viewing 2. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us!
Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your
browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact
text will differ depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page
you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It
only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have
JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to
enable JavaScript in your browser. By choosing this color:. Cancel Change Color. By choosing
this option:. Cancel Confirm. Updating Configuration The purchaser or prospective purchaser
should verify with the Seller the accuracy of all the information listed within this ad. Skip to
main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add
to Watchlist. This listing was ended by the seller because the item is no longer available. Ships
to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see
the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount
includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information,
see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Start of
add to list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Feb 21, PST. Does not
ship to Ukraine See details. Seller's other items. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
Each report contains information about whether the car in question has been in an accident,
has any open recalls, previous owners, service history and much, much more. View Free
History Report. Vehicle Information. Options and Standard Features. All of the vehicles we list
on eBay are for sale locally. We reserve the right to end an auction early. All cars are
immediately ready for delivery upon sale. Please contact seller first for vehicle availability.
Although every effort is made to present accurate and reliable information, use of this
information is voluntary, and should only be deemed reliable after an independent review of its
accuracy, completeness, and timeliness. It is the sole responsibility of the customer to verify
the existence of options, accessories and the vehicle condition before time of sale. Any and all
differences must be addressed prior to time of sale. No expressed or implied warranties,
including the availability or condition of the equipment listed is made. EPA mileage estimates
for comparison purposes only. Actual mileage may vary depending on driving conditions,
driving habits, and vehicle maintenance. Selling a Vehicle? Create Professional Listings Fast
and Easy. Click Here! That's why we never charge last-minute, bogus fees. We believe in
treating you better--we think you should be able to get the right car at the right price without
worrying about fees taking the joy from the ride. Plus, get your car delivered as soon as the next
day with our Touchless Delivery process designed to keep you safe. Back to home page Return
to top. Copyright Experian Information Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved. Experian provides
these reports to you on an "as is" basis and eBay is not responsible or liable for the
comprehensiveness or accuracy of the reports. If you have any questions about the reports,
contact Experian. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Condition: Used. Ended: Feb 21,

PST. Shipping: Does not ship to Ukraine See details. Item location: Tempe, Arizona, United
States. Seller: carvana 7 Seller's other items. Maximum Seating: 5 Length: By clicking "Send"
you authorize Auto. You also agree to our Privacy Statement. Data rates may apply. Our Privacy
Statement. Please enter a valid US phone number. Get answers, see the car, or find a good time
for a test drive. Take the next step and contact the seller. Monthly payment estimates are for
informational purposes and do not represent a financing offer from the seller of this vehicle.
Other taxes may apply. See our terms of use for more details. By clicking here, you authorize
Cars. Calls may be pre-recorded. We value your privacy. Larry H. Miller Ford Lincoln Draper.
Send to Phone vdp. Message sent successfully. Get behind the wheel today! Arrange a Test
Drive Want to drive it home today? Ask About Financing. Miller Ford Lincoln Draper". Get
similar new listings by email Enter Email Address. Overall Length: Have a question? Contact
Seller Contact Seller. Seller Notes Tan Volkswagen Jetta 2. Recent Arrival! Odometer is miles
below market average! Now that prices are down and roominess is up, Volkswagenas perennial
best-seller can even appeal to your practical side. Source: KBB. The fastest way to compare and
save on auto insurance Looking for auto insurance for your new car? Let Gabi find the best deal
in 2 minutes. Term in months mo. Have question about financing? Contact the seller to learn
more about which financing options might be available to you. Check Availability Call. Check
Availability. Like what you see? Get behind the wheel and take it home today. Arrange a Test
Drive with Larry H. Phone Optional. Your Message: Hi! Please contact me as soon as possible.
Contact Seller Larry H. Ask About Financing through Larry H. Price Inquiry. Single OwnerVehicle has been owned by only one person. No Accidents- Vehicle has no reported accidents.
Clean Title- Vehicle has a clean title. Personal Use- Vehicle was owned by an individual.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Hard sale pressure. Then
stopped following up. Horrible way to sale a car. We were very interested, but after a few texts
with the clowns on this sales staff forget it! The vehicle was ready and clean for my test drive
when I arrived. Everything went without a hitch. I came back the next day to buy the vehicle and
all the paper work was ready and waiting. I'm pleased with this vehicle and have had no
problems at all. The dealer contacted me early the next business day. Although the car sold that
day I was contacted and updated. Great correspondence. Zena response was helpful,quick and
very professional but lost out on the deal by appointment 1st come 1st serve. They had the van
ready for me to test drive and there was no pressure. Jaden did an awesome job! So, drove to
the dealer to see the car. All I did was waste my time. Nice selection of used vehicles. Nice sales
staff very friendly not pushy. Good experience would recommend them to anyone who is tired
of the big dealer hassle. Prompt friendly reply to my email. Can not commit on any other aspect.
They have no communication and when i ask for info i talked to 3 different sales people and
none of them knew why i was calling i inquire about a vehicle i tell the guy so how can we move
on i told him i want the car he said fill out an app and we will get back to you today or tomorrow
well they run my credit through Experian and then they sell the car i will never try to get a car
from this dealer nor recommend it. They were super helpful and responded quickly to my
inquiry. I went to their lot to look at the van. They got the van out for me and I got to drive it on
the lot plus check it out. They did not let me take a test drive. It was kind of a waste of my time
to go all the way there and then not be allowed to take a test drive. I have a credit score. Dealer
was very prompt calling back, helpful finding financing, and continued to be responsive to the
end. Never dealt personally with the dealer, but they responded very quickly! Very good
experience. I did not get the vehicle but this seller was very understanding and the price was
perfect. I just am unemployed right now and accidentally tapped the button to contact the
owner. The whole situation was still amazing, and if I had the cash right now, I would totally
have gotten the car from this owner. This is a bad dealer. He texted me, I was asleep. When I
woke up, I texted him that I have found something cheaper. I actually went and test drove it very
friendly and nice people. I bought the traverse!!! Quick to respond with all necessary
information for me to make a decision on my purchase. Clean friendly dealership. Convenient
location. Excellent experience! We got a great deal, were treated well, and are very satisfied. We
would buy from them again. Great people, and well worth the drive! They were very nice, but
after a couple days communication, we drove 2 hours to see the vehicle which they were aware
of, as i called the same morning telling them we were coming and we waited and waited and
nobody showed up!! Dealership was closed and nobody answered the phone. Very
disappointed in the flaky customer service. Horrible It deserved 0 stars Sales person was
useless Never contacted me back like he said. Went to check out vehicle after discussion with
salesman online about the vehicle. Come to find out the car had a dead battery and they were
not planning on replacing it! Needless to say we did not purchase Volkswagen of St Augustine
definitely earned your business promt, friendly, and knowledgeable. Valuing your time as much
as you do. The easiest car buying experience you could ever ask for. Contacted me quickly

once I requested information and Samantha was very pleasant throughout the whole process.
Will be strongly recommending Autolocity Motors to all friends and family. I called about the
truck and said my husband and I would be down the next day as it was a 3hr drive. When we
arrived the man said he just took a down payment on it but could set us up with a different
truck. NO WAY!!! What is that called when they bait you with a fake offer? Idk but The
redesigned Volkswagen Jetta tries to bring sexy back, with a modern, stylized exterior,
increased rear legroom, and a lower price. In an effort to take on its Japanese compact
competitors price-wise, the Jetta's interior takes the biggest hit, with cheaper, less-plush
materials, numb steering, and underwhelming fuel economy for its gas-powered engines. With
attention to interior details, quality materials, and performance found in higher-end autos,
previous generations of the Volkswagen Jetta have carried a certain cache among the young,
hip and upwardly mobile. Although the new price, sleeker exterior, and generous rear legroom
of the redesigned Jetta for will continue to appeal as will the fuel economy of the most
expensive diesel TDI trim , cost-cutting efforts have downgraded many of the details that made
Volkswagens special talismans for devoted followers. Though the redesign has maintained an
auto with a good, solid ride, most agree that the Jetta is no longer exceptional, but simply good.
The Volkswagen Jetta sedan has been redesigned, both inside and out. The car has been
elongatedâ€”adding 3. The interior, however, has suffered from cost-cutting efforts. The interior
is less padded, silver trim is now painted plastic, and the dashboard plastic has a cheaper,
shinier look and feel. Other VW features have disappeared altogether. The much-loved
adjustable center armrest is now stationary, the power steering is hydraulic rather than electric ,
the hood no longer stays open with gas struts, and the car now uses a torsion-beam rear
suspension, rather than the four-wheel independent suspension of previous generations. The S
and SE also trade disc brakes on all four wheels for rear drum brakes. These may not be
deal-breakers to consumers new to the Volkswagen ride, but devotees may feel that this Jetta
has lowered its price at too high a cost. The 2. The suspension for all trims has been changed
from a four-wheel independent to a MacPherson independent front strut system with twist beam
rear suspension for The newly designed, telescopic steering wheel leather-wrapped and
multi-functional in the SEL, TDI and available SE Convenience packages controls
power-assisted rack-and-pinion steering. Most road tests involve the high-end SEL trim with
one review theorizing Volkswagen desires to downplay the year-old engine in the S trim. In
general, experts feel the SEL is an adequate ride, however several note a momentary throttle lag
after initial acceleration when starting from a complete stop. Engine noise on acceleration was
observed by some, although most seem to agree that the interior suffers from little intrusive
wind or engine noise. The ride is described as solid, with little body lean in the curves, and the
Sport suspension seems to make little difference in test drives. Although the Jetta trades an
independent suspension for the torsion beam rear suspension, the former does not seem to be
missed, although small bumps are easily felt. Although materials have been downgraded in this
generation of the Jetta, there is still much to commend it, including a number of standard
technology features at the higher trim levels. The base S offers standard manual air
conditioning, power windows, power locks with two radio-frequency remote transmitter key
fobs , and heated side power mirrors. Seating for five is cloth-covered at this trim level, with
manual six-way adjustment for the front. The SE adds a front center console with storage and a
rear center armrest and pass-through from the trunk. No longer covered in cloth, the seats are
now covered in V-Tex leatherette read: leather-look surfaces, which provide easy cleanup.
Cruise control appears as a standard feature, and outside, the power heated side-view mirrors
now integrate turn signals. The SE begins to add more customization possibilities, with two
option packages. The SE with Convenience adds Bluetooth, heated front seats, and a
leather-wrapped multi-function steering wheel; it also upgrades the stereo to a 6-speaker sound
system with MDI and an iPod cable oddly located in the glovebox plus SIRIUS Satellite Radio
with a 3-month trial subscription. While easy to use, the screen was too small for some, and the
navigation package does not integrate external data such as weather or traffic. One review
noted that the system also fails to read out street names or show details to describe an
upcoming turn. Additionally, it also fails to provide the ability to choose a location from the
map. Keyless access now includes a push-button start feature. Outside, the SEL adds chrome
grille and window trim, and integrates subtle halogen reflector lens foglights in the front
bumper. The SEL also offers an available sunroof or sport package to add the sunroof plus a
sport suspension, sport designed seats, sport pedals and door sills. The diesel-run TDI trim
begins with the features found in the SE with Convenience and Sunroof packages but has rear
disc brakes rather than drum and a trip computer. Seating in the Jettas is generally described
as comfortable and supportive. The Sport Package seating integrates bolsters to support the
driver in the corners, but the seats are apparently wide enough not to be too constricting. All

four Jetta trim levels provide standard airbags driver and front passenger, a front and side
thorax airbag, side curtain protection airbags for both the front and rear. Additional safety
features include Electronic Stability Control to counter over- or under-steering , Anti-Slip
Regulation, Electronic Differential Lock to assist smooth starting on an unevenly textured
surface, braking a wheel that begins to spin, redirecting power to a wheel with greater traction ,
and Engine Braking Assist. An Intelligent Crash Response system shuts off the fuel pump,
activates the hazard lights, and automatically unlocks the doors when the airbags are deployed.
Owners consistently compliment the power, handling, standard features, roominess both in the
back seat and the trunk , and good price. The new styling of the Jetta also earns praise. Some of
the ergonomics generate reservations, however, such as the awkward position of the seat back
adjustment lever and the low roofline that makes entering and exiting difficult. We'll help you
find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Find Volkswagen Jetta listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Volkswagen Dealer.
Request Information. The Good. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. For its first 30 or so years, the Volkswagen Jetta was basically a Golf
wearing sedan sheetmetal the first model also was available as a two-door. Think about it: You
probably know someone who droveâ€”or still drivesâ€”a third-generation â€”99 sedan, likely
painted green. Following that disappointment, VW decided the new Jetta should be dedicated
toâ€”and thus engineered and designed forâ€”the North American market. For starters, the
Jetta is longer by 2. Almost all of this is dumped into the rear seat, which sees a 2. The extra
stretchout space makes the back seat tolerable for two adults, and comfort exceeds that of the
Toyota Corolla and Honda Civic, the two bestsellers VW targeted with this latest Jetta.
Unfortunately, the sheetmetal went from charming and different to bland and ordinary. With the
2. The Vee-Dub would be quicker if it had an off button for the stability control, because as soon
as the car launches, electronic safety nets quell wheelspin, killing off-the-line performance.
Ultimate lateral grip is also inhibited by stability control, at 0. In place of the more sophisticated
multilink rear suspension, VW fitted a cost-saving torsion-beam setup in the new Jetta. Inside,
the Jetta is neither a triumph nor a disaster of design. The seats are comfortable, but the
adjustable center armrest for front passengers disappeared with the multilink. The ergonomics
are fine, as is the layout, but the materials are clearly cheaper. The hydraulic steering feels lost
on-center, but the car rides and handles about as well as its predecessor didâ€”which is to say

decently. Brake feel is so-so, although performance is class-leading: The 70â€”0 stop takes feet,
significantly shorter than the class average. That base car comes with a horse four-cylinder and
accelerates like a tortoise. Targeting mainstream models has brought the Jetta down a level or
two and could alienate some repeat buyers looking for that familiar German feel, be that behind
the wheel or visually. On the plus side, the high-performance Jetta GLI will return, packing the
ubiquitous blown 2. Displacement: cu in, cc Power: bhp rpm Torque: lb-ft rpm. New Cars.
Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs
and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View
Photos. Expand Collapse. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported
onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more
information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below.
More From Instrumented Tests. Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking
the pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle
Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Your Cart. Continue Shopping
View Cart. Tabbing past or clicking of this link will close the Cart. We have the genuine VW parts
you need to keep the ride smooth for many more miles to come. Have questions? Call us any
time at As a member of the Volkswagen family, your drive deserves the peace of mind that
authentic parts provide. Select a Category. Volkswagen Accessories. Car Care. Keep your
Volkswagen Jetta in the same pristine shape as it was the day you drove it off the lot with
Genuine Volkswagen Jetta Car Care Products. Shop Car Care. Comfort and Protection. Make
yourself comfortable and keep your Volkswagen Jetta protected from the rigors of daily use
with Genuine Volkswagen Jetta Comfort and Protection Products. Shop Comfort and Protection.
Never drive unplugged unless you choose to with these Genuine Volkswagen Jetta
Communication Accessories are designed to work perfectly in your Volkswagen Jetta. Shop
Communication. Sport and Design. Add your own personal touches or achieve a sportier stance
with Genuine Volkswagen
2000 lincoln ls starter location
70 mustang wiring diagram
trailer brake control wiring diagram
Jetta Sport and Design Accessories. Shop Sport and Design. Leave nothing you need for
outdoor adventuring behind with Genuine Volkswagen Jetta Transport Accessories. Shop
Transport. Make a dramatic enhancement in the profile of your Volkswagen with a change of
wheels. Shop Wheels. VW DriverGear. Upgrade your parts buying experience with Carter VW.
Data Agreement Unless otherwise indicated, all prices exclude applicable taxes and installation
costs. Although we endeavour to ensure that the information contained on the website is
accurate, as errors may occur from time to time, customers should verify any information in
question with a dealer. We are not responsible for any errors or omissions on this website.
Photos are for illustration purposes only. There may be some variances between the photos
shown and the actual product. Product appearance and specifications are subject to change
without notice. Some items may be unavailable for or incompatible with certain trim levels and
models.

